future
communities

session notes

Century of change • future communities

Century of Change Day - future communities
The activities for this theme are slightly different to the other
themes. Children are invited to explore what they have learned
and look to the future to design a community they would like to
live in. This can be a one day activity to sum up what children have
learned and to capture their visions for the future.
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Activity 1. The big idea.

Excite. An introduction. A community for the future.
What do we have already.
Explore and make connections. What has
happened in the past? What can we learn?
Communicate. The big idea.

2

3

Activity 3. Live briefs

Excite. Choose a live brief (Create a Mobile Space,
Brand new space, Repurpose an old space or
building)
Communicate. Work as a team to respond to the
brief
Interpret and share. Pitch your idea to the rest of
the class.

Activity 2. Setting a trail.

Excite. What’s great about where you live? Ideas
for a trail to share the great things about your
community.
Explore and Communicate. Who is the audience,
what will they do? Design the trail.
Explore and Communicate. Test the trail. What
works, what could be improved? Perfect the trail.
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Activity 1. the big idea.

Excite! An introduction.

Resources

The Brief
A community for the future
Working as part of a small collaborative team (4 or 5), we would like the class
to suggest ways to make their town or community a better place for young
people to live.

Detailed notes for Live Brief

A good starting point is to discuss what’s in place already for young people.
Places, spaces, facilities, information or activities available in your local area.
Could these things be changed slightly or reinvented to encourage more
young people to take part in activities in the town or village.
Create a mind map of ideas.

What happened in the past?

Resources

Use the guides and maps from Historic England to notice how much change
has taken place around school.

Activity Mat.
Mind Map produced in Activity 1.

Look at maps from 1880, 1920 and 1950.
The clues could be in:
• The number and style of houses
• Places of worship
• Public buildings like town halls, schools, courts, social clubs, museums,
galleries
• Shops
• Pubs, cafes and restaurants
• Parks and recreation facilities
• Green spaces
• Roads and road names.
Focus on where the houses are and what sorts of public buildings might be
nearby. Could these buildings be used for activities with young people?

The big idea.

Resources

Now ask children to focus on a change they would like to make so there is
more for children and young people to do in the area. Ask them to work in
their groups of four or five and list as many ideas as they can.

Blank sheet of paper to fill with great ideas.
iPads.

They can write them down, draw them or video each other sharing ideas
using ipads.
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Ideas might include a gala, a fun run, a bike trail, a festival, a party, a
community garden, wellbeing centre, a forest retreat, a community café, a
music studio, a market for creatives, a new nature reserve, a water park, a
quiet space.
When they have captured all of the ideas, what do they notice?
• Are there any themes emerging?
• Are there any ideas that are similar?
• Is there an agreement emerging on what sort of idea to go for?
• Is there a ground-breaking outstanding idea?
• Would the children like to make a number of small changes that together
make a big difference?
Invite children to select 2 or 3 ideas to share with the class. Then ask them to
work them up into a dragon’s den type pitch.
The presentation should focus on:
• The big idea
• What type of change would the group like to make?
• What will happen if the idea is successful?
• What are the challenges?
• How might they overcome these?
• What is the big idea that the group would like the audience to take away?

Research, plan and develop your ideas.

Resources

Now invite the children to share their idea in a dragon’s den type
presentation. Everyone in the group should take a role in the presentation.
They should focus on the information they need to get across to their
audience. What does the audience need to know to make the idea a reality?

Flipchart paper and pens.

2

Activity 2. setting a trail.

Introduction.

Resources

An alternative idea is to make a child friendly trail to share the history of the
village or town.

Story Maps

Trails can be any or all of the following: fun, engaging, informative,
challenging, interactive, at the right level for families and children of all ages.
Remind young people trails can be indoors in a museum or Town Hall or
outdoors around the town or in the countryside. Look out for trails around
town. You might spot blue plaques around towns. These show which
buildings have a story to tell either about how the building was used or who
used to live there. There are other plaques or interpretation boards that tell
some of the town’s stories. It might be useful to gather examples of trails or
use the guidebooks created by the Miner2Major Team.
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Guidebooks, examples of different types of
trails.
Paper, pens, crayons, computers, iPads.
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Engaging audiences.

Resources

Choose appropriate types of trail questions/text
Trail questions can fall into a number of categories:
Knowledge and understanding
• It’s a fact or Did you know? (obscure or challenging facts)
• Quiz questions
Skills/Challenge
• Investigate: How do we know …
• Share: take a selfie, (may need a mirror) Instagram ready, Tiktok.
• Solve a problem.
Fun and enjoyment
• Actions: Strike a pose/take a photo/selfie, recreate a scene, dress up
• Create, name, design
• Investigate: How do we know …
• Riddles
• Story telling
• Drama to tell a story that unfolds at different points in the town
• Music across the town
• Art trail.
Temporary, seasonal or themed trails
Temporary trails can be created by:
• (indoors) placing alphabet blocks next to selected objects on a theme.
Children collect the letters (write them down) to make a word (Name of a
person or place of interest for example).
• Providing words or messages on postcards to create clues to solve a
puzzle
• Ask children to carry out simple maths using text or numbers of objects to
unlock a code.
Trails can be created around objects, themes, people, events or seasons.
Outdoors a trail could lead runners, walkers, tourists to places of interest.
Next children choose the theme and decide what the trail look like.
Review: which questions or activities best suit their audience?
Children need to decide on the stories they want to tell and then how they
want to tell those stories. It may be helpful to focus on five places in the town
that can tell the story.
Next write the stories and words you want to be in the trail.

Writing and mapping your trail.

Resources

Using Story Maps, map the route of the trail. Draft the stories/background
attached to these points.

Story Maps

Next write the stories and words you want to be in the trail.
Make sure the trail or the objects and elements making up the trail are in safe
places and are at the right height for everyone to see.
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Testing your trail.

Resources

Try out your trail or invite another group to do so and feedback.
What worked well?
What should you do differently to improve your trail?
Add in your changes and trial your trail again.

3

Activity 3. The live brief.

designed, how it will move, who will move it, how it functions
when it arrives in a town or village and how young people will
access and work with it. What type of art/craft/heritage materials
does it need to contain? What technology might be needed and
what tools and equipment must it carry? How will it be appealing
to young people?

Day or Half Day activity
These notes can be used to complement the Century of Change
Future Communities Session notes. This activity would work
well with guests from the local community or Miner2Major team
brought into advise and work as mentors to the children.
The area in and around Sherwood Forest is a beautiful place to live,
with a fascinating history. The Century of Change focuses on the
impact of the Industrial Revolution on the local area (from 1850 to
1950). We are in the middle of another century of great change
where digital technology is influencing how we learn, work and
play.
The Century of Change team would like to set you a challenge.
1.

Working as part of a small team you are challenged make your
town or village an inspiring place for young people and the
wider community.
2. From the live briefs below, brainstorm knowledge and ideas.
Then, we would like you to think of any existing projects,
spaces, buildings, information or activities in your town or
village that you could use in a different way to improve the
local area. We would like you to think about how you might
use your creative skills to make these improvements.
3. Finally, we would like you to tell us about your idea to improve
your town or village.
We have provided three live briefs but children may have other
ideas.

1. Mobile Space

The villages in the Sherwood Forest area have stories that interlink
with similarities and differences. Research, plan and develop
your ideas for a mobile Exhibition Space to tell the stories of the
Sherwood Forest area.

2. Brand new space

Research, plan and develop your ideas for a new building or space
in your village or town.
You will need to consider where your space will be, how people
will get to it, what size spaces and rooms are required. You will
need to think about potential buildings and you will need to think
about different people who this may appeal to and how to create
something for all of these people. You may want to think about
different interests and activities. Might this be a place for young
artists, historians, archaeologists, musicians. What about a focus
on theatre, film, photography, dance etc.. You also need to think
about people with disabilities and how they will access the space.

3. Bringing life back to an old building or piece of land

Research, plan and develop your ideas to change a selected local
space (building, street, neighbourhood, local park, field, lake,
village, town) to make it a better place to live, work and grow up in.
The type of changes that you could make might include how to
make spaces useful and improve their quality, appearance and
function. It could also include learning about local cultural and
industrial and rural heritage and trying to incorporate this into new
ideas.
Choose a live brief or work on idea to improve your local area.

Your mobile exhibition should be able to move around the
Sherwood Forest area. You will need to consider how it will be
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Tasks
Create your team

For any project you will need a mix of people and skills so what are
the strengths of the people in your team?
Any self-start business or collaborative project requires a wide
range of skills to be successful. You need to identify what strengths
people identify with and how you can share tasks and ideas to
make sure the project is successful.
The following highlights key skills in a business and you can discuss
which skills you feel most comfortable or would like the challenge
of trying:

• Design: how the idea will look/work – tell us about any new
technologies or innovative ideas you would use.
• Users: who is your community, how does your idea meet the
needs of your target group? Why your idea will benefit your
community and why would they want to be involved?
• Research: find out more about your area, roles, companies and
how you could bring your idea to life.
• Benefits: what are the benefits of your project to your
community and how do you know it is needed?
• Wow: show us the Wow Factor! What makes your project stand
out?
You may choose to go into greater depth:
• Finance: how much will your project cost to bring it to life and
what funds will you need to develop it? If you were successful
with your proposal tell us how you would sustain your project in
the future.
• Marketing: how you would promote your project and persuade
your community to become involved.
• Skills: what skills did you use when taking part in this challenge?
• Real life: demonstrate to us that this project can be brought to
life.

Project Planning Checklist

Use the checklist overleaf and information above as a guide to
giving your collaboration the greatest chance of success.

Project Planning and Creation

Next, make a Mind Map of. your team’s ideas for making your
community a better place to live. The ideas can creative or simple
improvements but they must be practical. Write down everyone’s
ideas without judgement. At the end of this process, select just
one idea to work on.
Don’t forget to take inspiration from the Live briefs and your
knowledge of the Sherwood Forest area. Your creative designer
could help you create a mood board with different ideas and
themes, this can help everybody understand your team plan.
Aim for something so different, so out of the ordinary, so special,
that everyone in your community will want to be a part of it.

The business bits … let’s bring this project to life
You will need to include the following in your pitch:

• Overview: brief description of your idea and it is aimed at. Who
in your community will benefit from your idea? (Think of your
community audience groups, i.e. parents, families, children,
students, community groups, adults, older people)
• Branding: team name and logo, a name for your real idea –
make sure it clearly identifies with the product / idea and will be
understood by your community audience.
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Phase

task

complete

Skills Analysis

What skills does your group have?

Identify Opportunity

What is the name of your project and what need will it meet?
Discuss ideas – use a mind map or brain shower
Consider some research to inspire and inform your idea
Identify main idea
Create a mood board or summary of idea

Project Planning

Create a project plan – list of things that you need to do and
some timings / order

Produce

Agree how you will divide tasks. Make sure everyone is
involved in the decision making. Start to complete the tasks –
remember the key skills and areas a business needs to succeed
Review your progress at least twice. This is a chance to share
skills and support / swap tasks
Visit the mentors/teachers who can be your Critical Friend
Ensure you are capturing everything for your pitch – get those
ideas down in picture / words/ models or voice, whatever is
going to best capture your hard work

Prepare to Pitch

Final review of whole project
Work as a collaborative/team to present your pitch (see below
for tips)
Tidy up and practice presentations

The Pitch

Present your pitch to the project panel -see tips below

your story so that one person in the audience will understand
what you are saying. Practise helps.

The Pitch
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Focus on sharing your great ideas. Focus on how you will get
your great ideas across. Be passionate – your collaborative/
team needs to make the panel believe that you love your idea.
Show you understand the challenge.
Make it snappy – clear, punchy information about your idea
– speak with confidence and and tell your audience the key
pieces of information.
Mention the big stuff first
Use a range of skills to get attention – you could try catchy
straplines, jingles, persuasive language, drama (change of
pace / action or humour), storytelling or analogies ….
Stay sharp – use language everybody will understand, clear
and simple
Give them a reason - Why is your idea the best?
Sell a vision – Help the panel visualise your idea.
Most people even teachers and experts feel nervous before
they stand up and talk in front of a group of people. Feeling
a bit nervous can be a good thing, it means the presentation
is important to you. The most important thing is to focus on
getting your great ideas out there. Focus on how you will tell

Research Sources

Miner to Major website: https://miner2major.nottinghamshire.
gov.uk/projects/heritage/century-of-change/
Century of change website: https://centuryofchange.org/
A website full of templates to help you develop innovative ideas:
https://diytoolkit.org
Mobile art spaces: https://www.masahouston.com
http://www.superhumanism.eu/about/locations/mobile-artgallery
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